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Abstract11

The equatorial current sheet at Saturn is the result of a rapidly rotating magnetosphere. The12

sheet itself exhibits periodic seasonal and diurnal movements as well as aperiodic move-13

ments of a currently unknown origin, along with periodic thickening and thinning of the14

magnetodisc, and azimuthal changes in the thickness due to local effects in the magneto-15

sphere. In this paper aperiodic movements of the magnetodisc are utilised to calculate the16

height integrated current density of the current sheet using a Harris current sheet model de-17

formed by a Gaussian wave function. We find a local time asymmetry in both the radial and18

azimuthal height integrated current density. We note that the local time relationship with19

height integrated current density is similar to the relationship seen at Jupiter, where a peak of20

∼ 0.04 Am−1 at ∼ 3 SLT (Saturn Local Time) is seen inside 20 RS . The divergence of the21

radial and azimuthal current densities are used to infer the parallel currents, which are seen22

to diverge from the equator in the pre-noon sector and enter the equator in the pre-midnight23

sector.24

1 Introduction25

Saturn’s rotationally dominated magnetosphere [Southwood & Kivelson, 2001] is home26

to an equatorial current sheet (the magnetodisc) that is produced, in part, by the centrifugal27

stresses caused by the fast rotation [Arridge et al. [2007], Kellett et al. [2009] & Sergis et28

al. [2011]] and the internal plasma sources of the magnetosphere, such as the moon Ence-29

ladus and other satellites, the rings and the planet itself [e.g. Pontius et al. [2006], Tokar et30

al. [2005], Jurac et al. [2002] & Felici et al. [2016]] . The current sheet is usually found31

in all local time sectors of the magnetosphere, except near noon when the magnetosphere32

is compressed due to solar wind dynamic pressure [Arridge et al., 2008b], and is present33

outside of ∼15 RS (Saturn radii) where the centrifugal stresses dominate the pressure gradi-34

ents and magnetic tension forces [Arridge et al., 2007]. The magnetic field at Saturn appears35

more radially extended than a dipole due to this azimuthal current sheet which is analogous36

to Jupiter’s middle and outer magnetosphere.37

The current sheet also shows some radial structure where the magnetic field is affected38

azimuthally by solar wind compressions and the fast rotation. Where the plasma is sub-39

corotating the magnetic fields are ‘swept-back’ at large radial distances, this increases the40

azimuthal magnetic field component with radial distance. This process is especially preva-41

lent on the dawn flank where confinement of the magnetic field acts with sub-corotation to42
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produce a strongly ‘swept-backwards’ field. However, on the dusk flank these processes op-43

pose each other, and when confinement of the solar wind is strong and enhanced Chapman-44

Ferarro currents are present the field can produce a ‘swept-forward’ field which is pushed45

forward in the direction of corotation. The dayside magnetosphere may also exhibit swept-46

forward field during periods of transient solar wind compressions [e.g. Southwood & Kivel-47

son [2001] & Hanlon et al. [2004]].48

Study of the current density in Saturn’s magnetodisc can help answer an open question49

regarding Saturn’s magnetosphere: to what extent is Saturn’s magnetosphere affected by the50

solar wind and how does this compare to Earth’s solar wind dominated magnetosphere and51

Jupiter’s rotationally dominated magnetosphere? This solar wind interaction at Earth drives52

field aligned current systems, region 1 and 2 currents, that provide a closing mechanism for53

ionospheric flows coupling with the magnetosphere. At Jupiter, Khurana [2001] argues for54

the influence of solar wind in the magnetosphere with the existence of regions 1 and region 255

like currents that feed a partial ring current, evident from a large asymmetry in current den-56

sity in local time, and a solar wind driven convection of magnetic flux. These field aligned57

currents can be detected by mapping the divergence of the current density in the equatorial58

region.59

This view of Jupiter’s equatorial current density is mirrored by magnetohydrodynamic60

simulations, such as Walker et al. [2003] where the current density is weaker on the day-61

side. Additionally inward radial currents are found in the post noon sector and all along the62

dusk flank of the magnetosphere. A current pattern similar to the one described in Khurana63

[2001] is also seen in the simulation. Walker et al. [2003] also found that when the solar64

wind dynamic pressure was increased, both the field aligned currents and the current sheet65

density increased in magnitude.66

Current density in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere from 5 − 16 RS has been mapped by67

Sergis et al. [2017] using stress balance in the magnetosphere to calculate the current density.68

The authors show that hot plasma pressure (hot ions) dominates over the particle pressure69

(thermal) outside of 12 RS with various local time effects. The azimuthal current density was70

shown to have an enhancement from post-noon to midnight compared to the post-midnight71

to noon sector up to 13 RS . Outside of 13 RS the azimuthal current density is larger in the72

night and dawn sectors compared to the day and dusk sectors. The current density peak was73

calculated to be 100 − 115 pA/m2 between 7 and 13 RS . Additionally, Kellett et al. [2011]74

shows the local time variability in the ring current with temporal differences using Cassini’s75
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equatorial orbits in 2005 and 2006, where the current is strongest in the dusk to midnight76

sector with an increase in the morning sector at the studies outer radial limits. Temporally,77

the current shows a variability of a factor of 2-3 which increases with radial distance. The78

current density itself is shown to decrease from ∼90 pA/m2 at 9 RS to ∼20 pA/m2 at 20 RS .79

The total ring current at Saturn was discussed using perturbation magnetic fields by Carbary80

et al. [2012a] and calculated to be 9.2 ± 1.0M A in the region of ∼3 - 20 RS where the peak is81

found at 10 RS and has a value of ∼75 pA/m2.82

The magnetodisc is also thought to periodically thicken, thin and move with a period83

of close to the planetary period oscillations [Arridge et al. [2011], Provan et al. [2012]] &84

Thomsen et al. [2016]]. The thickness of the magnetodisc is also variable with local time, the85

current sheet in the dusk region of giant planet magnetospheres is expected to be thicker due86

to ambipolar electric fields and/or a more dipolar field [Krupp et al. [1999], Southwood &87

Kivelson [2001], Kellett et al. [2009], Arridge et al. [2015] & Jia & Kivelson [2016]]. This88

was shown in Martin & Arridge [2017] where the current sheet scale height was larger in89

the dusk region. The scale height of the current sheet is also believed to increase with radial90

distance [e.g. Vasyliunas, 1983; Khurana and Kivelson, 1989], with this in mind we examine91

the height integrated current density of the current sheet and its divergence, using parameters92

derived from Martin & Arridge [2017].93

The following sections are laid out as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the local94

current sheet model that the current densities are calculated from, and how the magnetometer95

data is fitted to the model. Section 3 shows how height integrated current density is calcu-96

lated from the values given by using the local model. Section 4 shows the spatial and tempo-97

ral results of the height integrated current density calculations and finally, a discussion and98

comparison of current density at Jupiter and Earth.99

2 Local current sheet model100

Aperiodic waves that disturb the current sheet [Martin & Arridge, 2017] are utilised101

to calculate the current density of the current sheet as the waves cause the current sheet to102

pass over Cassini twice during each event. Aperiodic waves are found in all sectors of the103

magnetosphere where the current sheet exists and are detected using Cassini’s onboard mag-104

netometer [Dougherty et al., 2004] data at a frequency of 1 Hz. An aperiodic wave has a105

distinct signature in magnetometer data where (in spherical Kronian radial, theta, phi com-106

ponents) the radial and azimuthal components show an anti-phase relationship due to swept-107

backwards fields. Cassini will first sample the lobe of the magnetosphere, and as the wave108
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passes the spacecraft will sample the current sheet, the opposing lobe if the wave has suffi-109

cient amplitude, the current sheet again and finally the starting lobe.110

We select field perturbations that have a time period much smaller than the global flap-111

ping motions; are unrelated to the seasonal bowl-shape of the current sheet [Arridge et al.,112

2008a]; do not repeat; and show a deflection of over 1 nT in the radial magnetic field. Addi-113

tionally, each event must occur inside the magnetopause position which is found by examin-114

ing the magnetic field data. A total of 1461 events fit these criteria between January 2005 to115

December 2012 on all equatorial revolutions of Cassini.116

To model a wave travelling along a magnetodisc we first start with a modified Harris117

current sheet as a basis for the local model of the current sheet [Harris, 1962]. As this is a118

local model we can impose a Cartesian coordinate system where x̂̂x̂x is approximately radially119

outwards from Saturn, ŷ̂ŷy is in the direction of corotation and ẑ̂ẑz is positive northwards. The120

stationary current sheet equations are as follows:121

Bx = Bx0 tanh
(

z − z0
Hx

)
, (1)

122

By = By0 tanh
(

z − z0
Hy

)
, (2)

123

Bz = Bz0, (3)

where Bx0, By0 and Bz0 are the magnetic field components within the lobes of Saturn’s mag-124

netosphere, z0 is the offset of the centre of the current sheet from z = 0 caused by periodic125

movements of the current sheet and the seasonal bowl shape. Additionally, the Harris current126

sheet model includes the scale heights, Hx and Hy , of the current sheet in the magnetic field.127

To add an aperiodic movement to the current sheet, we propagate a Gaussian wave128

pulse along the modified Harris current sheet. The Gaussian wave pulse used is as follows:129

z = A exp
[
−(k · r + k · ut − ωt − Φ0)2

]
, (4)

where A is the amplitude of the wave, k is the wave vector, k · ut is the doppler shift due130

to the movement of plasma, ω is the wave frequency and Φ0 is the phase. A more thorough131

discussion of this wave function and others investigated can be found in Martin & Arridge132

[2017].133

To deform the modified Harris current sheet by the Gaussian wave function, we use the134

general deformation procedure described within Tsyganenko [1998]. Extraction of variables135

relating to the current sheet and the wave itself are found by fitting the magnetometer data136

from Cassini to the model described above.137
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This study is focussed on the current density of the current sheet during the passage of138

an aperiodic wave and to calculate the current density, we concentrate on the current sheet139

variables (Bx0, Bz0, Hx, Hy, z0). For a discussion on the wave properties (ω, kkk and A) we140

refer the reader to Martin & Arridge [2017].141

Locally, Jy is equivalent to the azimuthal direction, and will be considered an azimuthal142

component of current density when viewing the magnetosphere as a whole and so will be re-143

named to Jφ in the following sections. Correspondingly, Jx is equivalent to the radial com-144

ponent of the current density and will be renamed to Jr . All further references to currents or145

’HICD’ in Saturn’s magnetosphere describe the height integrated current density.146

3 Calculating Height Integrated Current Density147

The HICD is calculated using Ampere’s Law and following the method laid out within148

Khurana [2001]. Beginning with expressions for the radial and azimuthal current compo-149

nents (5) & (6) and the assumptions of (1) a thin current sheet ( jzBφ << jφBz) [Vasyliunas,150

1983] and (2) a weak dependence of Bz0 with local time which was tested by plotting Bz0 vs.151

SLT for discrete radial distances where a linear fit to the data shows no significant gradients152

in the data. Using the two assumptions, we can integrate over the height of the current sheet153

to retrieve equations (7) & (8).154

Jr =
1
µ0

(
∂∆Bz

∂φ
−
∂∆Bφ
∂z

)
, (5)

155

Jφ =
1
µ0

(
∂∆Br

∂z
−
∂∆Bz

∂r

)
, (6)

156

J ′r =
∫

Jr dz = −
2Bφ0

µ0
, (7)

157

J ′φ =
∫

Jφ dz =
1
µ0

[
2Br0 − 2H

∂Bz0
∂r

]
, (8)

where ∆Bφ and ∆Br denote the ‘differenced’ field which has Saturn’s dipole removed. The158

model described in the previous section implements a thin current sheet assumption without159

the dipole field of Saturn and hence the values Bφ0 and Br0 are already considered to be ‘dif-160

ferenced’. H is the scale height of the current sheet which is the geometric mean of Hφ and161

Hr . H is used rather than the separate scale heights as they are usually within uncertainties162

of each other.163

To estimate ∂∆Bz

∂r we examine the distribution of Bz0 with radial distance (fig 1) and166

fitted its variation with a polynomial: Bz0 =
a
r +

b
r2 +

c
r3 , where a = 216 ± 38 nT RS ,167

b = 6364 ± 498 nT R2
S , c = 56410 ± 2911 nT R3

S
. This function is then differentiated and168
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used to calculate J ′φ (equation 9).169

J ′φ =
∫

Jφ dz =
1
µ0

[
2Br0 − 2H

(216
r2 +

2(6364)
r3 +

3(56410)
r4

)]
, (9)

4 Results170

4.1 Height Integrated Current Density171

Figures 2 and 3 show results for the radial and azimuthal height integrated current den-172

sity on a logarithmic scale, respectively. Figures 2a and 3a show the HICD as a function of173

local time. The coloured squares show the average current density within 1 RS bins projected174

onto the X-Y plane in KSM (Kronocentric Solar Magnetospheric) coordinates where X is175

along the Saturn-Sun line, the X-Z plane contains the planetary dipole axis and Y completes176

the right handed system. Additionally, an approximate range of magnetopause positions177

calculated from Arridge et al. [2006] are shown along with the orbits of Titan at 20 RS and178

Rhea at 9 RS . Parts (b) - (e) show the radial structure of the height integrated current density179

in separate local time sectors. The sectors are noon (09-15 SLT), morning (03-09 SLT), night180

(21-03 SLT) and evening (15-21 SLT). The values in parts (b) - (e) are coloured by time of181

measurement so a comparison between spatial and temporal differences can be understood.182

Early Cassini revolutions are coloured blue (2005) and later revolutions are orange/yellow183

in colour (2012). A solid black line is fitted to plots (b) - (e) if a correlation coefficient of184

> 0.25 is found with radial distance. Additionally, figure 4 shows the values of radial height185

integrated current density with a diverging scale to emphasise the local time differences in186

positive and negative values, whereas figure 2a shows the magnitude of the current density.187

Uncertainties in these values are extracted from the covariance matrix output of the202

non-linear least squares fitting, where the square roots of the diagonal elements are the stan-203

dard deviation of the fitted parameters. A successful fit gives percentage uncertainties of be-204

tween 1 and 5 % for current sheet properties used in the model, these uncertainties are then205

propagated using the general method of propagation of errors through to give an uncertainty206

on the current densities. The percentage uncertainties are directly correlated to the χ2 value207

of the goodness of fit, and so if the model fits to a poor degree of goodness then the uncer-208

tainties in the value of current density will be larger. The χ2 value is therefore affected by209

the suitability of the assumptions considered. Martin & Arridge [2017] showed that the scale210

height of the magnetic field in the current sheet increases with radial distance, and is thicker211

on the dusk flank. As the model assumes a thin current sheet, we therefore comment that212
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these areas may not adhere completely to the thin current sheet approximation and may differ213

from the model fitted to events in these areas.214

The total current can be calculated by radially integrating the values of radial and az-215

imuthal current density. We additionally split into 6 hour SLT bins to resolve the local time216

differences in the total current. When integrating radially, we find that we have uneven sam-217

pling of events in each 1 RS radial bin, to resolve this problem we stratify the data in each218

radial bin by sampling 20 events within each bin with replacement. Each bin with 20 val-219

ues is then averaged to give one value per radial bin, all radial bins from 10-61 RS are then220

summed to give a value of total current. This process is repeated 1000 times to gain a mean221

and standard deviation for each total current value, these values are presented in table 1.222

Local Time Radial Current [MA] Azimuthal Current [MA]

All SLT 15.4 ± 4.4 32.8 ± 5.5

Morning 3 ≤ SLT < 9 23.3 ± 3.2 34.0 ± 4.8

Noon 9 ≤ SLT < 15 4.7 ± 1.5 13.7 ± 2.1

Evening 15 ≤ SLT < 21 7.7 ± 2.8 20.1 ± 2.7

Night 21 ≤ SLT < 3 20.3 ± 1.7 35.8 ± 2.7

Table 1. Table showing average total current for all local time sectors and total current for each individual 6

hour local time sector.

223

224

4.2 Divergence of Height Integrated Current Density225

Additionally, the divergence of the HICD in the radial and azimuthal direction can be226

used to infer the divergence of the perpendicular HICD, which in turn can be used to esti-227

mate the field aligned currents using the continuity of currents equation:228

∇ · J⊥ = −B
∂

∂l

( J‖
B

)
, (10)

where l is a length along the field which is positive towards North and J‖ is the magnitude of229

field-aligned current. If equation 10 is integrated over the current sheet thickness, we find:230

∇ · (J′r + J′φ) = ∇ · J′r + ∇ · J′φ = −2J‖
Bz

Blobe
, (11)
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where Bz

Blobe
is the ratio of the normal field in the current sheet (where Bz ≈ BBB in the cur-231

rent sheet center) to the field strength in the lobe just outside of the current sheet with the232

assumption that Bz is invariant over the current sheet thickness. The divergence in each of233

the plots is calculated by binning the values of HICD into 2 RS bin in radius and 3 SLT bins234

in azimuth. The gradient in radius (for the radial HICD) and in azimuth (for the azimuthal235

HICD) are calculated by finding the central differences (∇ · J′r ∼
J i+1
r −J i−1

r

2∆r ) in radius and az-236

imuth respectively. Perpendicular divergence is found by adding the divergence of the radial237

HICD to the divergence of the azimuthal HICD, as described in equation 11.238

Figures 5 (a), (c) and (e) show the radial, azimuthal and perpendicular divergence of239

HICD in Saturn’s magnetosphere. Uncertainty plots can be found in figures 5 (b),(d) and240

(f). For reference, the number of events in each bin can be found in figure 5 (g). All of the241

figures also show the orbits of Rhea (8 RS) and Titan (20 RS) along with a range of magne-242

topause position using the Arridge et al. [2006] magnetopause model. The uncertainty of243

each binned value is calculated via a bootstrapping method, where the distribution of each244

bin is sampled with replacement and a distribution of the average value is obtained. The245

standard deviation of this distribution is the uncertainty value for each bin.246

5 Discussion252

The radial HICD (figure 2a) decreases with increasing distance from Saturn in all local253

time sectors. On average, the radial HICD is smallest in the noon sector, and a large asym-254

metry is seen between dusk and dawn, where at dawn large positive values of radial HICD255

are found, but either smaller positive or negative values are found in the dusk sector. These256

negative values are attributed to inward current which is coupled with the swept forward257

field lines in the dusk sector. The negative values can be seen in figure 4 with a diverging258

colour bar to accentuate the polarity of the measurements. We note that swept forward field259

lines are more prevalent in the later stages of the mission. The epoch at which the measure-260

ment took place is shown by the colour of the data point in figures 2 & 3 where blue is early261

(2005) mission and yellow is late (2012). We can see that the majority of the negative values262

are also sampled much later in the mission (are yellow/orange).263

Kivelson et al. [2002] states that the distance from the equator is a variable which can264

affect the direction of the azimuthal magnetic field, as higher latitudes may be influenced by265

an additional current system that closes the magnetospheric current. Following, Davies et al.266

[2017] showed that swept forward fields in the high latitudes are swept forward due to solar267

wind compressions, and show modulation from planetary period oscillations, and hence we268
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may assume that swept forward field seen at the equator may also be solar wind driven. As269

the aperiodic waves used to calculate the current density in the sheet are a direct sampling270

of the current sheet by Cassini, we can assume that this latitudinal effect is not affecting the271

data.272

Temporal variations in the HICD is evident in figures 2 (b) and (e) where Cassini sam-273

pled this part of the magnetosphere over the majority of the equatorial revolutions. The noon274

sector (b) shows events that occurred in early 2005 and 2006 (blue) where the radial HICD275

is on average higher than events that occurred in late 2011 and 2012 (yellow/orange). How-276

ever, this could be both a temporal and spacial difference, where the blue events are slightly277

pre-noon and the yellow events are slightly post-noon, hence within this sector it is difficult278

to dissect the spacial from the temporal changes in Saturn’s magnetosphere. However, the279

evening sector (e) shows a gradual decrease in radial HICD magnitude from green (2010) to280

yellow (2012), however in this time period Cassini’s revolutions are rotating from post-dusk281

to pre-dusk and a spacial difference may also be seen.282

During the time period of 2005-2012, Saturn moves from northern summer in 2005, to283

equinox in 2009, to southern summer in 2012. Additionally, the Sun is experiencing decreas-284

ing solar activity in the early time period, and increasing solar activity in the latter part. Both285

of these effects may influence the current density in the current sheet through enhanced so-286

lar wind coupling or strong compression events. However, the fact that the current system is287

shown to close is validation of the assumption that the system is invariant over the time frame288

of Cassini’s mission.289

Another notable aspect of figure 2 is that when the temporal difference is small the290

overall decrease of radial HICD with radius is evident, seen in figure 2 (c) and (d). The az-291

imuthal HICD (figure 3) also shows an overall decrease with radial distance and also shows292

a slight asymmetry where the dawn sector has a slightly higher value than the dusk sector.293

This asymmetry is most evident when slices at various radial distances are taken (figures 6 &294

7). The asymmetry inside of 20 RS can be considered similar in magnitude to the asymme-295

try in the radial HICD, but may be enhanced by the spacial variation and number of events296

in each SLT bin. As both the radial and azimuthal HICD is increasing at dawn we can as-297

sume that the current density magnitude in general is increased in this area, but this may be a298

temporal change as the dusk revolutions occur five years after the dawn revolutions.299

In comparison to Jupiter (Figure 11 of Khurana [2001]), we see that this asymmetry300

is also present and reduces with radial distance. The peak of Jr is found at between 0 and 3301
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LT, which corresponds to the position of the peak at Saturn too. A comparison to Earth [e.g.302

Iijima et al. [1990]], shows that in a solar wind driven system it stands to reason that this303

peak is found at 0 LT, is symmetrical around the midnight meridian and the asymmetry from304

noon to midnight does not damp with radial distance. With an addition of a fast-rotating305

system we can see this shift from midnight meridian to a local time of ∼ 3 with an evident306

dawn-dusk asymmetry. Figure 6 shows the radial dependence on the radial HICD. Evident is307

an asymmetry that decreases with radial distance, that is also present in the azimuthal figure.308

In contrast to this, at Jupiter (figure 12 in Khurana [2001]), we can see that the majority of309

negative values are found in the larger radius bins and the inner magnetosphere (< 15 RJ )310

does not appear to exhibit any asymmetry within uncertainties. However, at Earth the asym-311

metry is evident at all radial distances and does not decrease in magnitude due to the system312

being controlled by the solar wind and not rotation [Iijima et al., 1990].313

Figure 5 shows the divergence of the radial (a), azimuthal (c) and perpendicular (e)322

HICD along with their respective uncertainties (b,d,f) and an occurence plot (g). The diver-323

gence of the radial HICD is mostly below 1 pAm−2 with an average uncertainty of ∼10% and324

shows no radial or azimuthal spacial dependance. The divergence of the azimuthal HICD325

however, shows a patch of positive divergence pre-midnight inside of 30 RS and an area326

of negative divergence pre-noon inside of 30 RS . The average divergence of the azimuthal327

HICD is mostly below 2 pAm−2 with an average uncertainty of ∼3%. We combine the az-328

imuthal and radial divergence (equation 11) to estimate the parallel field aligned current den-329

sity entering and leaving the equatorial regions from the ionosphere, shown in figure 5 (e).330

The yellow-red coloured areas shows current being added to the current sheet and the blue331

areas show current being taken from the current sheet.332

We note that in some areas a ‘striping’ effect shows, notably in the radial divergence at333

9-12 SLT, which is caused by a bin with a small number of data points (in this example the334

blue bin has one data point) of which this one data point gives a negative divergence. How-335

ever, this also effects both the radial neighbours making them appear larger in the positive336

direction. This effect is accentuated in the radial divergence component due to the, on aver-337

age, smaller in magnitude values. Stratified sampling of the data in each bin would smooth338

the distribution, however it would not effect this example and others like it as the bin lacks339

enough data to effectively stratify. The striping may also be reduced by using coarser bins,340

however we use 2 RS and 3 SLT bins as a balance between reduction of noice and preserving341

resolution. The results of the study are robust to bin size and position changes.342
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Hence, in the pre-midnight sector current is being drawn from the ionosphere and elec-343

trons are flowing into the ionosphere. In the pre-noon sector current is being added to the344

ionosphere and hence electrons are flowing away from the ionosphere to the current sheet.345

Coupled with the total current flowing shown in table 1, we find that the azimuthal current346

is largest in the night and morning sectors, where current that is added pre-midnight will be347

adding to the total current flowing around the night side. We then see a decrease in current348

in the day and evening sectors where the current is being diverted through the ionosphere349

instead of the dayside current sheet.350

Using values from table 1 we can estimate that the current that is "lost" in the azimuthal351

direction from the noon sector to the night sector is 22.2 ± 5.7 MA. Integrating the parallel352

current (inferred from ∇ · J⊥) over the arc from 12-28 RS between 18 and 21 SLT we can find353

that the total current in this area that is being diverted from the ionosphere is 23.5 ± 4.1 MA354

which is comparable to the estimated current diverted from the azimuthal direction. Khu-355

rana and Liu [2018] show a current of 11 MA and 17 MA in the day and night respectively356

between 4 and 20 RS giving an estimate of ∼6 MA for the diverted current in this area.357

The field aligned current system described above can be assumed to be an analogy to358

Earth’s partial ring current which is driven by a sustained particle pressure increase in the359

tail of Earth’s magnetosphere. As Saturn is not dominantly solar wind driven, a continual360

enhancement of particle pressure is not expected at midnight, however Sergis et al. [2017]361

shows a pressure gradient in the midnight-dawn sector outside of 10 RS corresponding to the362

bright main auroral emission at dawn, which may be driving a current system that could be363

analogous to region 2 currents in Earth’s magnetosphere. This current system would then364

close in the pre-midnight sector where we find the diverged currents. If this is the case and365

there is sufficient current then we would expect a response in the auroral signatures.366

6 Auroral Intensity367

∇.J ′J ′J ′⊥ in the pre-midnight sector averages at 4.0 x 10−11 Am−2, and can be converted368

to a field aligned current using equation 11, which gives a value of J‖CS = 2.0 x 10−11
369

Am−2. This then needs to be scaled using the mirror ratio to the ionosphere where we find370

a peak current of J‖I = 200 nAm−2, which can only generate an auroral emission if it is371

larger than the maximum current density that can be carried by magnetospheric electrons372

without acceleration along the field lines (Jth) given by equation 12 (equation 10 in Cowley373
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et al. [2004]).374

Jth = eN
(

Wth

2πme

) 1
2

, (12)

where e is the charge on an electron, N is the number density, Wth is the thermal energy375

equivalent to kT and me is the mass of an electron. For average values given by Cowley et376

al. [2004] of N =∼ 0.2 cm−3 and a temperature of ∼ 150 eV in the central magnetosphere377

and N =∼ 0.01 cm−3 and a temperature of ∼ 1 keV in the outer magnetosphere, we find a378

range for Jth of ∼ 66 to ∼ 8.5 nAm−2. The average current sheet J‖I is ∼ 20 nAm−2 which379

is less than what can be carried by non-accelerated electrons in the middle magnetosphere380

and hence will not produce auroral emission. However the values of the peak reaches ∼ 200381

nAm−2 in the pre-midnight sector (current away from ionosphere) and so requires a field-382

aligned voltage to accelerate the electrons into the ionosphere.383

E f 0 = 2NWth

(
Wth

2πme

) 1
2

(13)
384

E f =
E f 0

2

[( J‖I
Jth

)2
+ 1

]
(14)

The electron energy flux for non-accelerated electrons is given by equation 13 (equation 11385

of Cowley et al. [2004]) and is found to be ∼ 0.004 to ∼ 0.02 mW m−2 for the outer and mid-386

dle magnetosphere respectively, using the parameters given earlier. Equation 14 gives the en-387

hanced electron energy flux for the precipitating electrons [Knight , 1973; Lundin & Sandahl,388

1978] assuming that the ratio of the energy gained by the precipitating electrons to their ini-389

tial energy is much less than the mirror ratio between the acceleration region and the planet.390

I.e. the acceleration occurs sufficiently far from the planet such that the magnetospheric elec-391

tron population can be considered an infinite reservoir of particles.392

Ray et al. [2009] & Ray et al. [2013] show that the acceleration regions at Jupiter and393

Saturn occur at high magnetic latitudes due to centrifugal forces which confine the plasma394

population at the magnetosphere and strong gravitational forces at the ionosphere. There-395

fore, the full current-voltage and energy flux current density relation [Lundin & Sandahl,396

1978] should be considered for these systems. However, in Saturn’s middle magnetosphere397

(∼ 9 RS), the linear approximation to the current-voltage relation is applicable because of the398

small magnetospheric ambipolar potentials (∼ 30 V) and small acceleration potentials rela-399

tive to the energy of the thermal electron population [Ray et al., 2013]. Therefore, equations400

12-14 are adequate for our study.401

Using the values and equations above, we find that E f can range from ∼ 0.1 − 1.1402

mW m−2 in the upward current region at pre-midnight which covers the middle to outer mag-403
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netosphere. A source brightness in far ultra-violet emission of ∼ 10 kR for an electron en-404

ergy flux of 1 mW m−2 can be assumed with an energy efficiency of ∼ 15% [Waite et al.,405

1983; Rego et al., 1994]. We obtain an auroral intensity of 1 − 11 kR resulting from the up-406

ward current region in the dusk-midnight sector.407

The maximum of the divergence of HICD from the current sheet is found between408

12 and 14 RS which, using moments from Burton et al. [2010] and the Bunce et al. [2008]409

mapping model, relates to an area between 12◦ and 15◦ colatitude in the Northern ionosphere410

with a typical magnetopause position. Hence this emission would be colocated with the aver-411

age position of the main oval [Carbary et al., 2012b; Nichols et al., 2016]. An enhancement412

of 2 kR is seen around 18-20 LT in the southern aurora [Lamy et al., 2009] which is also413

seen in northern IR data [Badman et al., 2012]. However, this peak is not seen in northern414

UV observations from 2011-2013 [Nichols et al., 2016].415

The downward current region at pre-noon would map to a region where the aurora is416

typically brightest, where the downward current gives an auroral intensity of 0.1 − 1.1 kR417

which is small compared to other contributions and as such we do not see a trough in the418

auroral intensity in this area.419

7 Summary420

In conclusion, a Gaussian wave pulse was used to deform a modified Harris current421

sheet model, using the general deformation method [Tsyganenko, 1998], to simulate an aperi-422

odic wave passage in magnetometer data. This model is then fitted to the magnetometer data423

from Cassini’s MAG, which allows for the estimation of a number of wave and current sheet424

properties. The magnetic field in the lobes and the scale height of the current sheet are used425

to calculate the height integrated current density in Saturn’s equatorial current sheet. These426

values are additionally used to calculate the divergence of current from the equatorial plane.427

The main findings of this study are:428

1) HICD magnitude decreases with radial distance from the planet, but both radial and429

azimuthal HICD show an asymmetry where the dawn sector has larger magnitude values430

on average than the dusk sector. This is related to the average direction of azimuthal mag-431

netic field in these sectors, i.e. the swept-forward field at dusk and swept-backward and432

non-dipolar field at dawn. We additionally see a change in total current flowing around the433

whole system, with averages of 15.4 ± 4.4 MA flowing radial and 32.8 ± 5.5 MA flowing az-434

imuthally. If we add the azimuthal value of 9.2 MA for the area of 3-20 RS from Carbary435
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et al. [2012a] we find a total current flowing to be approximately 30.2 ± 4.1 MA taking into436

account the overlap of the two studies.437

2) Inward radial currents in the dusk sector are attributed to swept-forward field lines438

showing a link with the solar wind. Future work will examine the solar wind conditions us-439

ing propagation models to give evidence for this link.440

3) Divergence of the perpendicular current into the equator pre-midnight and out of the441

equator at pre-noon show evidence of a current system not unlike Earth’s region 2 currents,442

with a region of current directed down to the ionosphere in the pre-noon sector, and up from443

the ionosphere post-dusk that could produce an enhancement of the aurora of up to ∼ 11 kR444

with some independent evidence for this in UV and IR auroral data.445

4) In comparison with Jupiter and Earth, Saturn’s equatorial current density profile446

is most like Jupiter, in that they are both rotationally driven environments, but Saturn also447

shows a number of differences to Jupiter, such that the divergence of the azimuthal current is448

constrained in much smaller areas and the azimuthal HICD shows a much larger asymmetry449

in comparison to Jupiter’s azimuthal HICD shown in Khurana [2001].450
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Figure 1. Figure showing measured values of Bz0 against radial distance (blue dots) fitted with a polyno-

mial (red line)
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Figure 2. Figure showing the spacial and temporal differences of the radial height integrated current den-

sity in Saturn’s magnetosphere, plotted on a base 10 logarithmic scale. (a) shows a overview of the entire

magnetosphere. The coloured squares show the average value of current density within 1 RS bins projected

onto the X-Y plane in KSM (Kronocentric Solar Magnetospheric) coordinates. Additionally, an approximate

range of magnetopause position calculated from Arridge et al. [2006] along with the orbits of Titan at 20 RS

and Rhea at 9 RS are shown by the grey lines. Parts (b) - (e) show the radial structure of the height integrated

current density in separate local time sectors coloured by time of measurements.
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Figure 3. Figure showing the spacial and temporal differences of azimuthal height integrated current

density in Saturn’s magnetosphere. The figure is int he same format as fig.2.
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Figure 4. Figure showing the values of height integrated current density with a diverging scale to accentu-

ate the positive and negative radial currents. The coloured squares show the average value of current density

within 1 RS bins projected onto the X-Y plane in KSM (Kronocentric Solar Magnetospheric) coordinates.

Additionally, an approximate range of magnetopause position calculated from Arridge et al. [2006] along with

the orbits of Titan at 20 RS and Rhea at 9 RS .
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Figure 5. Figure showing the divergence of height integrated current density. The coloured blocks show

the average value of the divergence of height integrated current density projected onto the X-Y plane in KSM

coordinates. Additionally, an approximate minimum and maximum magnetopause position calculated from

Arridge et al. [2006] along with the orbits of Titan at 20 RS and Rhea at 9 RS are indicated by the curved

lines.
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Figure 6. Figure showing the radial HICD for various radial distances. The top five panels show the values

(grey crosses) of radial HICD measured along with the mean of each SLT bin connected with the standard

deviation of each bin in colour. The other lines are shown in pale grey as a comparison and the bottom panel

shows all of the plots together without standard deviation bars to show to radial relationship.
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Figure 7. Figure showing the azimuthal HICD for various radial distances. The top five panels show the

values (grey crosses) of azimuthal HICD measured along with the mean of each SLT bin connected with

the standard deviation of each bin in colour. The other lines are shown in pale grey as a comparison and the

bottom panel shows all of the plots together without standard deviation bars to show to radial relationship.
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